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Finally the trilogy of ‘hair colour’ series Shiraz is complete.  I have waited nearly ten 

vintages for the opportunity to make this wine.  The magic wine fairy sprinkled her 

dust early in the growing season on a small section of fine, bright red gravel and clay 

vineyard at Moculta in the Eden Valley. Opportunity seized; The Redhead was born.  

This is not necessarily a single vineyard wine nor do I ‘choose’ to make this wine.  The 

Redhead is a random, natural act thrown up from natures own roll of the dice.  In terms 

of winemaking I really tried to slow everything down, avoided recipes and used an 

almost freestyle form, giving the wine every opportunity to reach its full potential.   

40% whole-bunch fermented and aged in 50% new 600L barrels for 2 years. 

 

Great Shiraz Challenge from Winestyles Magazine " The Best South Australia 

Shiraz Award " 

 
Dried mint, sage, oak, truffle, blackberry and raspberry – archetype of Eden Shiraz here. Dense, but 

medium weight, all blackcurrant and raspberry and dried mint. Clarity. Length.  Such depth and 

finesse to the tannin. And the length, again, is worthy of a second mention. If you’re an Eden Shiraz 

fancier, you’ll be chomping greedily at the apple here. Gary Walsh – Wine Front. Rated: 96 Points, 

Drink : 2017 - 2035+ 

 

Black colour. Huge colour intensity. A little sausages and anise and backed by a linear and very 

proud palate. Hello new Barossa! Fine coffeed tannins. Gritty tannins. Great composure. Very 

Sausagey and Rhoney for Eden! Takes aim squarely at HoG here! Underplayed oak. Magnificent 

length and power. Top shelf.  18.7/20, 95/100.  Andrew Graham – Australian Wine Review. 

 

A wildly spicy, fragrant Eden Valley shiraz that has a wealth of sweet, aromatic red fruits; dark, 

stony notes; iodine; kelp; plenty of pepper and a meaty, youthful thread. The palate is crisp, juicy and 

dense. Really even, long and showing plenty of depth, lightness and balance. Drink in 2018. 94 Pts.  

James Suckling – www.jamessuckling.com 


